Recruit Release Notes
Changes Launching 2018-09-06

Recruitments
As discussed at the Governance Board earlier this spring, we have **disabled the sidebar filters on all Recruit sites**. Going forward users will be able to control the view of their grids through the workspace ribbon. Please refer to the online help documentation for more information on how to use the workspace ribbon.

Continuing our work on the Title Information section of recruitments, we now **dynamically display the senate level and availability cohort** that the recruitment will use based on the selected title codes. This should allow users creating a recruitment to easily confirm that the recruitment will utilize the information that they would expect it to use.

When entering a document requirement description, users would sometimes find themselves hitting the field's character limit, which was especially true when a user would attempt to add long URLs. In order to ensure that users can include all of the information relevant to the applicant in the document description, **we have augmented the document description character limit**.
Finally we have removed all references to “hiring type” in the application, and we have replaced it with the more accurate and descriptive term “availability cohort.”

Multi-level recruitments

We have continued development of the multi-level recruitments project by implementing the ability to display recruitment levels in the search report, which should provide approvers all of the information relevant to their interests.

Bugs ‘n stuff

- Fixed an issue where an indicator dot would appear in the Title Information section even after having submitted for approval.
- Added server-side validation to prevent users from ever submitting an incomplete recruitment search plan for approval